Thank You Mary McGuire

She was called to step in and help this institution through an academic year. She hasn’t taken her job lightly. You’ll see her at early morning tuition assistance meetings, daily Mass, and in the classroom. She meets with potential donors at lunch, congratulates students on recent achievements every chance she gets, leads afternoon administrative meetings, and plants herself in the stands to cheer on the SkyHawks at late afternoon and evening competitions. Her energy level is impressive. Her memory is spot on. Her commitment to Skutt Catholic is undeniable.

continued on back cover
“Lord, make me your instrument of change in this world. Help me see the hope and promise in every generation.” We at Skutt Catholic have much to celebrate as we educate this generation of young men and women to go and “Make a Difference” in our world. And what a difference they already have made first semester. I have been so impressed with the student body and staff. All of us are charged to change the world in the ways God has called us. There is hope and promise in this generation to do just that. Their experiences at Skutt Catholic will enable them to accomplish many things and change the world.

There are wonderful things happening in the classroom to stretch our students’ minds and help them succeed. They are inspired to create, to work hard, to pray for those in need, and to promote projects that help those less fortunate. These actions are truly life-giving and very impressive to witness. Our students continually initiate change; serving our community, our nation, and our world. Skutt Catholic teachers and administrators are to be commended for their dedication in inspiring our students.

When you think about temperature, the beginning of the school year seems so long ago. We approached 100 degrees as we began the year; we ended this semester at below 0. Similarly, the students have changed and grown. From our local Community Involvement Day and other Hawktober activities, to the many awards and championships that our coaches and students have achieved – these are truly amazing accomplishments for the entire staff, students, and their families. Congratulations to everyone and thank you for all of your hard work!

Our parish home parties encourage and invite new students to join our school family. It was so beneficial to visit with parents and share our story. I ask all of our constituents to communicate our story with others. Your witness of how Skutt Catholic has helped your family is a story you tell best. We must help young parents see that a Catholic education is a sacrifice worth making.

Thank you to all of our benefactors. We were blessed with a very successful Angel Flight and now are in the midst of our Annual Appeal. Please continue to support Skutt Catholic in any way you can. I appreciate the work of our Advancement office in accomplishing the financial and community building goals set before them.

It is an honor to serve as Interim President of Skutt Catholic High School. I have come full circle. This experience has solidified my admiration for this educational institution. From the very beginning of

Mary McGuire
Interim President

Skutt Catholic to this moment, I have been proud to be a SkyHawk! Let’s move forward and educate our future generations.

God’s blessings to you and your families in the New Year and always.

Mary McGuire
Interim President
“A good head and a good heart are always a formidable combination.” I stumbled upon this quote from the great Nelson Mandela when recently reading about his passing. In studying this, I couldn’t help but think of the mission statement of Skutt Catholic. Simply put, Skutt Catholic has been assisting parents in forming kids with good heads and good hearts for over twenty years. The evidence is abundant.

A good heart . . .

This past fall, Skutt Catholic honored Rachel Fuchs Twist ’06 as Outstanding Alumni of the Year. Rachel returned to Skutt Catholic a few years ago as the first alum to teach at Skutt Catholic. As an alum and now a staff member, Rachel has led several new service initiatives. She has been involved in service to our sister school in Guatemala, multiple service trips to South Dakota, and Puerto Rico, and several other local projects. She is one of many alumni that have gone on to serve her community. Some of those roots were established in her time as a SkyHawk.

Skutt Catholic has an exceptional Habitat for Humanity Chapter. Last spring, the chapter was awarded the School of the Year by Habitat for Humanity Omaha. They have already completed three build dates this school year.

Community Involvement Day is a tradition that goes back to the very beginning of the school. In my new role as principal, I had the unique opportunity of visiting multiple sites this year. The impact that our student body has on the community in a single day is so impressive. I witnessed Skutt Catholic students working directly with the elderly, the poor, the disadvantaged, and the sick, all in the course of a few hours. All sites were thrilled to have our students come and spend the day with them. The impression that they left on the community was invaluable.

Skutt Catholic students annually provide over 14,000 service hours in the Omaha community. Over 300 students have participated in one or more of 13 different service trips in the past few years. We have had 70 students serve as Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion (EMHCs) and Lectors, which is more than any other Catholic school in the Archdiocese.

We have a large number of students who serve on SkyHawks for Life. Skutt Catholic routinely sends more students than other school in the Archdiocese of Omaha to March for Life in Washington D.C. This year, we have 46 kids marching. This group is passionate about affecting change in our society.

A good head . . .

The graduating class of 2013 averaged 25.3 on the ACT; ranking Skutt Catholic in the top ten percent of all schools in the country.

We typically have between 98 and 100 percent of all graduates attending college. This high success rate is due in large part to our dedicated families, our hard working students, and our outstanding faculty members.

In the past five years, Skutt Catholic students earned $49.3 million in college scholarship dollars, were awarded 118 full four year academic scholarships to college, and achieved two perfect ACT scores.

Skutt Catholic has made phenomenal strides in its short 21 year history. It is a privilege to serve this community and witness the many successes that our students and graduates have achieved. Forming students with the inspiring combination of good heads and good hearts is the reason we continue to thrive.

Rob Meyers
Principal
Every year goes by faster. We never seem to accomplish everything we originally resolve to do. One solution is to set realistic goals for ourselves - in our personal life, our professional life, and as a volunteer.

Since moving back to Omaha last September I have focused on setting a few realistic goals for the Alumni Association. My first goal is to increase alumni involvement. I’d like to see alumni from every class volunteer for at least one Skutt Catholic alumni event this year. That may mean running a gaming hole at Flight for Excellence or managing the time clock at the Alumni Basketball Tournament. Carving out volunteer time from busy schedules should be easier if the volunteer activity is fun and uncomplicated.

My second goal is to make our Skutt Catholic Alumni Association more recognizable with SC students, graduates, and current and past parents. Look for emails, text messages, and other promotional materials containing Alumni Association information.

Finally, I want our organization to give back more to the school. Whether the Alumni Association supports Angel Flight or gives assistance to current students through scholarships, our collective alumni efforts could make a big difference for our high school. All of these goals are realistic and attainable, yet we can’t accomplish them without your help. In the upcoming months you will see requests for your assistance at one of the events. I encourage you to participate. It’s a great way to reconnect and network with people with whom you share a mutual history.

I wish you all the best in this coming year. If you have any questions, ideas or would like to become involved please email me at skuttothatisalumni@gmail.com.

God Bless,
Kelsey Sievers
Alumni Board President
Brayden Douglas Albers was born on March 28, 2013 to Melissa Walsh Albers ‘98 and her husband Derick who live in St. Louis, MO. Brayden weighed 8 lbs. 13 oz. and was 22.5” long. He joins big brother Caleb (3-years-old).

Dennis Hansen ’99 and his wife, Meghan, welcomed their first son, Finn Thomas Hansen, on July 16. In addition, both he and his wife made partner at the law firm of Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly, LLP in Minneapolis, MN. They both practice business litigation—Dennis has a focus on trademark litigation and brand protection and Meghan focuses on products liability and class action lawsuits.

Christopher Wolfe ‘99, OD, FAAO of Omaha, was honored with the Nebraska Optometric Association’s (NOA) Young Optometrist of the Year Award at the association’s annual convention Sept. 28 in Kearney. This award is presented to a Nebraska optometrist who has been licensed for ten years or less and has contributed their time and talent in the most outstanding manner for the betterment of the visual health and welfare of the public and to the profession of optometry.

Amy Moylan Sauser ‘00 was named the Midlands Collegiate Athletic Conference Cross Country Coach of the Year for 2013. This was for her work as head coach of the College of Saint Mary cross country team. The team also won the conference championship this fall and qualified for the national meet for the first time in school history.

Steve Conlin ‘02 and Ashley Finochiaro Conlin ‘02 welcomed their second child, Shawn Michael, on Sept. 20, 2013. He weighed 10 lbs. 2 oz. and measured 20 ½” long. He joins big sister Makenna who is 2 1/2 years old.

Michael Kurt Strawhecker ’00 and Rebecca Anne Culver ‘00 were united in marriage on August 15, 2013, in Tulum, Mexico during a tropical depression. Despite the weather (and the lack of power and water), the wedding was a resounding success and enjoyed by all. A local reception was held Aug. 23 at Joslyn Castle, and was attended by many Skutt Catholic alumni. The photo includes Skutt alumni (L to R) Molly Mitchell Slater ’00, Matt Kauffman ’02, Emily Strawhecker Kauffman ’05, Mike Strawhecker ’00, Nick Strawhecker ’97, Sarah Laferla ’01.
Cathy Buresh Hirsch '02 and Dan Hirsch are celebrating the first birthday of their twins, Holly Piper Hirsch & Mickey George Hirsch. They were born on Dec. 13, 2012 in Omaha weighing 6 lbs. and 6 lbs. 4 oz. respectively. Cathy works in advertising at The Knot wedding magazine and her husband is a Firefighter at Offutt AFB.

Susan Dobel '03 married Brian Leuschen on Oct. 19, 2013 at St. Wenceslaus Church in Omaha, NE. Susie is currently a teacher and assistant coach at Skutt Catholic. Brian works for The Kiewit Corporation here in Omaha as a software architect.

Melissa Hatz '03 and Fabe Clements were married on June 1, 2013 at Lake Lanier Islands Resort in Buford, GA. They are currently living in Phoenix, AZ. Melissa is working as a Speech-Language Pathology Assistant at a private school for children with autism. She is looking to pursue her Master's in Speech-Language Pathology. Fabe is in his last year at Midwestern University's Optometry School. After graduation, they will head back to live in Atlanta, Georgia.

Edwin Vaughn Rhoden was born Aug. 1, 2013 to proud parents Shellie Zych Rhoden '03 and husband Kyle Rhoden.

Brooke Samson '05 and Ryan Boyd were married at Fremont Alliance Church on Aug. 30, 2013. Brooke's sisters, Kelly Samson '07 and Katie Samson '11 were both maids of honor in the wedding. Brooke is a first grade teacher in the Millard Public Schools. Ryan is practicing dentistry in Blair, NE.

Michael Smith '03 was promoted to manager at the CPA firm McFarlin & Brokke, PC on July 12, 2013. Michael was formerly a senior accountant at the firm. In his new role, he will manage client services and client satisfaction, supervise and train employees, and be responsible for marketing and client development. Michael is a graduate of the University of Nebraska-Lincoln, and holds a master's degree in professional accountancy. He is a member of the American Institute of CPAs and the Nebraska Society of CPAs.
Alumni Updates

Kathryn Smith Shanahan ’05 was hooded during the University of Nebraska Medical Center’s College of Medicine - School of Allied Health Physician Assistant’s Program on Dec. 20, 2013. Kate will formally graduate in May 2014, but was allowed to walk with her class during ceremonies. Kate and Marcus gave birth to Lucas (Luke) Gregory Shanahan on Aug. 13, 2013. Kate’s maternity leave placed her three months behind her class, but school administrators agreed she should be honored with her class.

Elizabeth Vlock Rogers ’05 and her husband Nathan Rogers are proud to announce the birth of their son, Logan Charles Rogers. Logan was born July 26, 2013 and weighed in at 7 lbs. 4 oz. Their family resides in Norwich, CT.

Kathryn Smith Shanahan ’05 was hooded during the University of Nebraska Medical Center’s College of Medicine - School of Allied Health Physician Assistant’s Program on Dec. 20, 2013. Kate will formally graduate in May 2014, but was allowed to walk with her class during ceremonies. Kate and Marcus gave birth to Lucas (Luke) Gregory Shanahan on Aug. 13, 2013. Kate’s maternity leave placed her three months behind her class, but school administrators agreed she should be honored with her class.

Matt Farrell ’04 and Tomi Diedrich ’04 were married at Mary Our Queen on July 13, 2013. Their son Nickson Cash Farrell served as the honorary best man. Other Skutt Catholic Alumni pictured: Mitch Diederich ’09, Jess Diedrich ’13, Ryan Foster ’05, Matt Foster ’07, Marcus Odorisio ’04, Tyler Mushlitz ’04, Sean Quinlan ’04, Amy Lackovic ’04

Amy White-Hamilton ’06 married Darrick Sautter on Aug. 17, 2013. They reside in Omaha. Amy is a Medical Lab Scientist in the microbiology lab at UNMC.

Rebecca Suiter ’07 and Connor Stichler got engaged in June and will be married at St. Robert Bellarmine on July 12, 2014. Rebecca is a special education teacher in the Omaha Public Schools and Connor works at Werner Enterprises.

Matt Weis ’05 and Carrie Thelen Weis ’06 were married on Oct. 11, 2013 at St. Wenceslaus Catholic Church. Matt currently works as a Project Manager at Midwest Paving. Carrie teaches 2nd grade at Skyline Elementary in Elkhorn.
Austin Duren ‘08 is enjoying a new career back in Omaha. He recently started as a Group Sales Executive for the Omaha Storm Chasers Baseball Club.

Catherine Amenta ‘08 is a Project Manager at Epic Systems in Verona, WI and has been there since graduating from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in 2012. Epic is one of the top healthcare software companies in the country and over 50% of patients in the US are on this electronic medical record.

Matthew Muschall ‘08 is currently employed as an Associate Applications Developer at Union Pacific Railroad in Omaha.

Stephanie Muschall ‘09 received a Bachelor of Science degree in Marketing/Advertising & Promotions with a Design Minor, graduating Magna Cum Laude from the Honors College at Missouri State University on Dec. 13, 2013. She is currently enrolled in the accelerated Masters of Business Administration program at Missouri State with an anticipated graduation date of Dec. 2014.

Jennifer Frank ‘09 graduated as a Registered Nurse in May of 2013. This fall she started working at Lakeside Hospital as an RN on the post-intensive unit.

Margaret (Maggie) Smith ‘10 received her blue coat and signed a pledge committing herself to a higher level of professional responsibility as she begins her Dental Hygiene clinical experiences at the UNMC College of Dentistry. The college’s annual Clinic Transition Ceremony took place Dec. 5. Students were called up one-by-one to sign a pledge and put on the new blue coat they will wear while working with patients.

Zach Beran ‘12 was selected as the Concerto Solo and Scholarship winner for the NE Wind Symphony and was featured as their soloist.

Haley Eck ‘13, former SkyHawk Band President, auditioned and was selected Trombone I for the UNL Big Red Express Pep Band. This 120 member squad are on scholarship and rotate 30 - 60 members at a time to play at each of the home volleyball and basketball games. This year marks their first year to play in new Pinnacle Bank Arena.

Skutt Catholic Alumni turned out for the state football championship game at Memorial Stadium in Lincoln. They cheered on the SC football team as they defeated York 30-0. It was a great day to be a SkyHawk! Alumni and their parents who watched the game from a skybox at Memorial Stadium include:

Amy Lackovic ’04, Katie Lackovic ’99, Elizabeth Odorisio ’06, Michaela Odorisio Jones ’99, Marcus Odorisio ’04, Vince Odorisio ’01, Jessie Conlin ’05, Liz Bartels ’13, Brogan O’Brien ’12, Michael Burke ’09, Monsignor Gilg, Bob & Lisa Lackovic, Mike & Peg Odorisio, Tim & Sherry Lackovic and Tim Lackovic ‘07 (not pictured, but was coaching the game).
Without a doubt, as senior Ryan Bouda stated in his post-production journal, “This production changed the idea of Skutt Catholic High School. I am so honored to be a part of such a magical experience.” In November 2011, Chris Storm and I contemplated the idea that the group of underclassmen students we had would be capable of something unimaginable on our stage. And so the planning for Les Misérables began.

The production rights for the London/Broadway version of the musical, which had never been available for performance, were released for a two-year period in November 2012. With the permission and support of the Skutt Catholic administration and community, we quickly jumped at the opportunity to secure the rights and began planning.

This planning included contacting and bringing Broadway professional Timothy Shew, who played the role of Jean Valjean for more than five years on Broadway and in Australia, to Skutt Catholic to work with our cast and crew. Through a grant from the Nebraska Arts Council | Nebraska Cultural Endowment, Mr. Shew was able to work with the students from mid-August through to opening night.

The students involved in the production and who worked directly with Mr. Shew were asked to write journal
reflections throughout and following the production process. The students wrote reflections about “character” after working with Mr. Shew for several weeks. **Zachary Pohlman**, our Jean Valjean, said “Working with Tim Shew was an indescribable experience. Tim played the part that I was going to play. The best part about working with Tim was being able to picture exactly what I wanted to accomplish, so to have a real life Jean Valjean to talk to and act with made this so much easier.”

With 40 students in the cast and 45% of these students involved in a sport or other activity at the same time, the journals helped the students utilize their rehearsal time to both develop and create character, and to interact with each other in a manner that enabled them to learn and grow artistically together. This was a diverse group of students who not only participated in theatre, but were also on the cross country, football, tennis, Mock Trial, color guard, and volleyball teams.

Following two years of planning, 10 months of audition preparation, auditions, fundraising, rehearsals for the students, rehearsing a 21-piece live orchestra, and working with the Sioux City Community Theatre who provided set pieces, props, and costumes, our students played to six incredible sold-out audiences over two weeks in late October and early November. Each evening, I had the pleasure of opening the curtain for the start of the show – with chills going down my spine as the orchestra played and the students, alumni, and faculty took to the stage – and the chain gang began this redemptive story of love and life.

Victor Hugo’s *Les Misérables* showed us a man who changed his life when he opened himself to faith, who tried to do his best for others, and who only wanted peace for himself. Even though he is chased throughout his life for breaking the law, he constantly seeks to redeem his ways to protect the ones that he loves. For the students and faculty involved, this production has been a transformative experience.

Zachary’s final thoughts about the musical, what it meant to those of us involved, and the support of our entire Skutt Catholic community are so fitting, “Les Mis was the experience of a lifetime, and the tears that I shed on stage of the final show were not only tears of sadness that it was over, but tears of joy that we were able to accomplish such an amazing feat.”

Mark Schnitzler  
Musical Director
It’s hard to say what’s the more impressive statistic: six state championships in 11 years of existence or five straight state championships?

Either way, the Skutt Catholic Mock Trial program accomplished both this year.

Skutt Green won the state championship in Lincoln on Dec. 11, beating Duchesne Academy in the final trial five ballots to one. That makes five state titles in a row. No other school in Nebraska has won more than two in a row.

Skutt Green never lost a trial in Nebraska this season. Skutt White, a team without any seniors, performed solidly in districts, reaching the semifinals and battling Skutt Green for one of two spots in the state competition.

Now it's on to the national championship, which will be held, May 8-10, in Madison, WI. Nearly 50 teams from across the country are expected to compete.

Skutt Catholic's goal for nationals: make a better showing than last year's team. This will be difficult, though, since last year we won all four of our national trials and finished in third place.

Skutt Catholic Mock Trial has had many chances to become complacent in the last 11 years. Even the best, most consistent sports teams and competitive clubs can expect to have down seasons. But we never had one. Indeed, teacher coach Mary Meyer and attorney coaches Pat and Judy Borchers have built Skutt Catholic into quite the mock trial dynasty in Nebraska. Starting in 2003, their first year ever, our mock triallers have reached the state competition every season (sending two teams in 2010 and 2011) and have never finished worse than sixth. At nationals, we have placed 14th or better every time. In the five years in which Skutt Catholic hasn’t won state, the Nebraska representative has never finished better than 26th.

And so, when Skutt Catholic Mock Trial rolls into Madison next spring, you can bet the team will have put in the hours of preparation that it takes to succeed. They will have pored over the facts of the mock trial problem and the witness statements dozens of times. They will have drafted and re-drafted their opening statements, closing arguments, direct examinations, cross examinations, and rebuttals to perfection.

Hard work has been the secret to Skutt Catholic’s success. Expect it to pay off once again at nationals. Good luck to the Skutt Green Team; Brianna Desa, Taylor Gibson, Nathan Jensen, Brittiny Margritz, Grace Smith, Zack Teets, Marie Wagner, and Rachel Zwiener!

Ryan Borchers '05
Community Involvement Day 2013

On Wed., Oct. 2, all Skutt Catholic High School students, faculty, and administration participated in our annual Community Involvement Day. During this wonderful Hawktober tradition, the entire student body visited various agencies and schools that serve the elderly, children, those experiencing poverty, the disabled and sick within the Omaha and surrounding community. This day provides students and faculty the opportunity to learn about the people and agencies that serve the needs of our community, and then do service themselves. It is a joy every year to hear how the students’ eyes were opened and their hearts were touched through the people they had interacted with on this day.

This year, our students spent time at almost 50 sites in the Omaha and surrounding area. Some of the experiences included enjoying a day at Bellevue Berry Farm with students with disabilities from Oak Valley Elementary, helping purchase items for refugee families with Lutheran Family Services, and painting pumpkins with residents of nursing homes. Two groups partnered with students with disabilities from Boyd Elementary and played games at Seymour Smith Park, and later in October, accompanied them to Vala’s Pumpkin Patch. The day was also filled with student speakers, reflection, a prayer service, and a slideshow of pictures showing the different places we visited and people we met.

New in 2013:

Some of the groups visited and volunteered at a service site in the morning, and then returned to Skutt Catholic to join together on a special group service project. This year, the Skutt Catholic community has been especially touched by cancer, and we wanted to do something special for those directly affected.

The students created 25 care packages for chemo patients, each filled with many items that will provide comfort and care to them. Items included hand sanitizer and lotion, lemon drops, lip balm, water, disposable toothbrushes, warm socks, puzzle book, and a journal with a note written from the students on the first page.

Additionally, the students made prayer shawls for each care package and included a special prayer card. With each tie that was made, we said a prayer for the patient, their health care team, and their families and friends.

Julie Schmitz
Campus Ministry, Service Coordinator
What a kickoff to the fall season – literally. The SkyHawks started the 2013-14 school year with two State Championships - Softball and Football.

Girls Golf began the year as first year Coach Dan Zadalis greeted 13 girls. The girls finished 2nd at the RCC meet and 2nd at Districts with Teresa Kaiser and Nyasha Kamhaka medaling. The team finished 8th at State as Teresa Kaiser, Emma Sheridan, Nyasha Kamhaka, Margaret Elliott and Holly Schumacher all qualified.

The week of State Golf always ends with additional state competitions in Boys Tennis and Softball. The Boys Tennis team, coached by Sheryl Vaughn, won their 8th straight RCC team championship. There were some setbacks, but each match was extremely hard fought. Skyler Lowe won #1 Singles, Griffen Sehring won #2 Singles, Andrew Johnson / Zachary Pohlman won #1 Doubles. At State - Skyler Lowe (#1 Singles) finished 2nd while Andrew Johnson / Zachary Pohlman (#1 Doubles) also placed 2nd. The team finished 3rd only 2.5 points from the championship. Well done!

Coach Keith Engelkamp’s Softball team kicked off their season with five straight wins and finished winning their last 16 and culminating with a State Championship. The team finished the season with a 28-4 record. Included in that run was their 3rd consecutive RCC Softball Championship. The team swept through the district competition fighting off a tough Elkhorn South team. At State, the girls finished 4-0 and grabbed the championship. Great year girls!

The SkyHawk Cross Country team ran and ran and ran during summer workouts - same as years before. The boys and the girls began the year with personal and team goals just in their reach. At the RCC Meet held at Mount Michael, the girls were 1st, (Abbey Lenz 3rd, Haley Gould 4th, Abby Nicholas 5th, Kaelie Lenz 7th and Macy Damewood 10th) while the boys finished 3rd (Jacob Baumert 8th and Andrew Heithoff 10th). A week later at districts (at SC), the boys were 2nd again and the girls were 3rd. In a turn-around at state, the boys finished 11th, while the girl’s team finished 4th with Abby Lenz earning a 10th place medal. For a runner, there are always more trails to conquer.
Coach Matt Turman and the football team kicked off their season with a disappointing but hard-played loss to Gretna. The local eleven then strung eight straight wins together to finish off the regular season. In the playoffs, the SkyHawks defeated Norris 28-14, Elkhorn South 38-14 and McCook 24-7 to advance to Memorial Stadium. The program now had reached the state playoffs 10 of the last 11 years. In the finals vs York, the SkyHawk defense soared to a 30-0 victory and their 2nd State Championship. Great year guys!

Coach Renee Saunders began her 3rd season with the leadership provided by six seniors. The SkyHawks won the RCC tournament. A tough district brought a #1 seed and huge wins over Elkhorn South and Duchesne. However, the SkyHawks couldn’t “seal the deal” and fell to Elkhorn South in the State semifinal. The team finished the year with a 32-8 record and plenty of memories.

No one can accuse the Mock Trial team of resting on their laurels. After taking their first state title in 2006, they have had five consecutive state championships in 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013! Each achievement has only made them hungrier. Santa came early this year with the team’s 6th championship. In the spring, they move on to the Nationals in Madison, WI.

What a school year and it is only January!

Mike McMahon
Athletic Director

The Mighty Oak’s Humble Beginnings

This past fall 35 trees, mostly oaks, were planted by students at Indian Hills Academy, MacMillan Middle School, Norris Middle School, Lewis and Clark Middle School, Beveridge Middle School, Western Hills Magnet, Druid Hill Elementary, Field Club Elementary, Pinewood Elementary, Springville Elementary, Miller Park Elementary, Fontenelle Elementary, as well as Roncalli Catholic and Skutt Catholic High Schools, Project Harmony, and the Hospice House. The students and staff learned why we should plant and care for trees; especially the right trees for the right place, how shade helps health and utilities, and how to correctly plant a tree. Did you know 500 butterflies and moths call Oaks their home?

The trees were granted from ReTree Nebraska/ Nebraska Statewide Arboretum and the Loveland Garden Club to celebrate trees and promote the value of healthy trees for a healthy community. These plantings are part of the broader ReTree Nebraska initiative with the NE Community Forestry Council to plant 1 million high quality trees in Nebraska by 2017. The NE Environmental Trust funds the ReTree grant.

The trees have been propagated in Nebraska from local seed sources to make sure they are Nebraska hardy.

Ann Hosford
Loveland Garden Club

Booster Club Renamed

In order to make our mission clearer, it was recently decided to rename the Skutt Catholic Booster Club the Skutt Catholic Parent Association. After seeking feedback from the SC community, we learned that many parents thought our sole purpose was backing sports teams. In reality, we act as a forum for all Skutt Catholic parents, supporting every aspect of the school. For instance, this year the Skutt Catholic Parent Association provided funding to repair the electronic sign outside the school. This digital sign keeps the whole community informed of activities. We have also supplied financing to refresh Skutt Catholic’s website. Be looking for an interactive site in the upcoming months; one that will fit any electronic device you are using, including your mobile phone. We invite all alumni and parents to join us for meetings the second Wednesday of each month. Together we can make Skutt Catholic an even better place for all.

Denise Kolkman
Skutt Catholic Parent Association President
Skutt Catholic High School’s annual fundraiser, Angel Flight, was held at the school on Sat., Sept. 28. This year’s event, themed Celebrare! drew together over 560 parents, alumni, and friends of SC to celebrate the spirit of Skutt Catholic High School with an Italian flair. Celebrare! raised nearly $360,000 which will be used to support the school’s general operating expenses.

Chairs for the event were Trevor and Andrea Barton, Valmont and Tehseen Desa, & Jim and Mary Meduna. Honorary Chairs Jim and Sandi Hollenbeck & Jack and Susan McMannama were recognized for their longtime support of the school and their service as past chairs of the event.

This year’s recipient of the Outstanding Alumni Award was Rachel Fuchs Twist, ’06. Angel Flight’s Celebrare! committee sought nominees who personified the spirit of Skutt Catholic High School. In years past the committee has looked all around the world to find our award recipient, but this year they found that sometimes one simply has to take note of the exceptional work being done by someone in the most obvious place of all – our own backyard. After graduating from college in 2011 Rachel returned to SC as a teacher.

“We are so very proud of Skutt Catholic and all of the great academic and athletic successes we have achieved over the past 21 years,” says Jim Meduna. “This annual event raises much more than dollars, it is a time to celebrate Skutt Catholic and the future for our most precious gift, our children.” Thank you to all of the parent and student volunteers who made the event a success and for helping us celebrate!

Sally Brittan
Director of Advancement Events and Alumni Relations

“I owe so much of who I am to Skutt Catholic. The lessons that are taught within this school are invaluable. While I never really mastered the whole algebra thing, I know what it means to be a Christian leader. I continue to see what it means to be a teacher who empowers others as I watch my co-workers lead their students to success every day in the classroom and in various sports and activities. I learned how to promote justice through our service trips and try to give that opportunity to our current students. I know that I can initiate change by reaching out to one student at a time because that was the example set for me. To be considered an outstanding alumna is humbling because I know that I am only one of thousands who make a difference on a daily basis. Thank you all for this honor, thank you for supporting this incredible place, and thank you believing in the mission that Skutt Catholic promotes. I am so very proud to be a SkyHawk.”

Rachel Fuchs Twist ’06
Honorary Chairs:
Jack and Susan McMannama & Sandi and Jim Hollenbeck

General Chairs: Andrea and Trevor Barton, Tehseen and Valmont Desa, & Mary and Jim Meduna
March 28 & 29, 2014
Skutt Catholic Alumni Basketball Tournament
Start organizing your teams and watch for
online sign-up at SkuttCatholic.com

June 27, 2014
Skutt Catholic Alumni Association’s
Flight For Excellence
Pacific Springs Golf Club
Noon shotgun start

June 28, 2014
Skutt Catholic’s High School
Class of 2004 10-Year Reunion
Reunion Chairs: Michaela Masching Bolding
               Meghan Phelps Sullivan
Chairman’s Letter

Change, to some, is a very difficult and uncomfortable concept. Skutt Catholic High School is passing through an era of change that will determine our school’s place in Omaha’s educational landscape for the next generation. We will see changes in the areas of administration, teaching and learning methods, a second generation of SkyHawks entering our school as students, changing demographics in our city and school, and in areas that we don’t yet even envision.

It is natural to fear or resist change. In resisting, we risk becoming stagnant. Likewise we can choose to accept change and embrace it. We can learn a lesson from our students in this regard; they have only lived in a time where change is constant and they thrive on this phenomenon. For example, look through the eyes of our current seniors. In their short lifetimes they have witnessed the invention and acceptance of airbags, drones, GPS systems, DVD’s, cell phones, I-Pods, terra-byte hard drives, Android, Facebook and so much more. They change schools every few years, change classes every semester, and change hairstyles every month. They thrive on change and are, without doubt, a smarter generation than the one preceding them.

We as directors, administrators, faculty members, and school leaders have a unique opportunity to create change that will improve our school. Our objective is to produce smarter, more creative, more socially responsible, more spiritual, and more complete SkyHawk graduates. It is a time of great opportunity. We must embrace change and prepare for the next generation for students.

Skutt Catholic High School is recognized for our academic excellence, our great strength in athletics and the arts, and our unwavering commitment to God and our fellow men. Our faculty and administration deserve a great deal of credit for these achievements. The National Blue Ribbon Award is just one example of that strong base. Prudent change will allow us to fly to greater heights.

The Administration and Board of Directors are responsible stewards of the school. We take seriously our duties of maintaining and improving our campus facilities, paying our Administrators, Faculty and Staff competitive salaries, and keeping our curriculum up to date. Our goal remains creating a world-class education for our students. We must constantly examine our duties in search of positive change, in order to improve our product.

The accompanying Annual Report provides a look into the finances of the school for the preceding fiscal year. On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to express our thanks to the many benefactors who have made our mission possible. Through your generosity, we are making it possible for the next generation of Skutt Catholic High School graduates to go “Make a Difference!”

Respectfully,
Scott C. Drvol
Chairman of the Board
The 2014 Annual Appeal is underway. The goal for this year’s appeal is $125,000. The funds raised assist our operational costs and help keep tuition as affordable as possible. The Annual Appeal helps make up the difference between what a family pays in tuition and the actual cost to educate one student. Your support at a level meaningful to you will make a difference towards our overall goal. Thank you for your consideration and support of Skutt Catholic High School!

### Total Revenue

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating Revenue</td>
<td>$5,701,169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parish Assessments</td>
<td>$277,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>$120,966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Activities</td>
<td>$143,636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operating Revenue</td>
<td>$5,701,169</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operating Revenue:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition and Fees</td>
<td>$6,066,258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less Financial Aid &amp; Scholarships</td>
<td>($906,691)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net Tuition and Fees</td>
<td>$5,159,567</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operating Expenses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instructional</td>
<td>$3,362,632</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>$619,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auxiliary Activities</td>
<td>$85,062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Administration</td>
<td>$931,642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recruitment</td>
<td>$198,590</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plant Operations &amp; Maintenance</td>
<td>$695,297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depreciation</td>
<td>$364,021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest</td>
<td>$18,820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Operating Expenses</td>
<td>$6,275,608</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Operating Loss

*($574,439)

### Nonoperating Revenue, Support, Expenses, Gains, & Losses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interest and Investment Income, net</td>
<td>$210,047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development &amp; Fundraising Income</td>
<td>$1,006,222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development &amp; Fundraising Expense</td>
<td>($477,640)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Nonoperating Revenue, Support, Expenses, Gain, &amp; Losses</td>
<td>*$738,629</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NET ASSETS, Beginning of Year</td>
<td>$10,649,140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET ASSETS, End of Year</td>
<td>$10,813,330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Tuition and parish assessments cover approximately 87% of the school’s operating expenses, while the remaining 13% is funded by charitable contributions to the Annual Appeal, Angel Flight, and other fundraising campaigns. Thanks to our generous donors who make it possible to carry out the school’s mission, values, and programs.
Donors from July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013

Angel - ($25,000 +)
Condoleeza Rice

+$Archdiocese of Omaha
+$Catholic Mutual Group
+$Mike and Sue Dobel
+$Barney and Julie McNeel
+$Microsoft

Patron Saint - ($10,000 +)
+$Ron and Beth Amenta
+$Jerry and Ann Crouse
+$Mark and Johna Duren
+$Beth Elason
+$GKI Ortho Specialists
+$Joe and Judy Graham
+$Leon and Annette Kerkman
+$Rick and Diane Mead
+$Doug and Janice Pick
+$Philip and Linda Ruden
+$Union Pacific Corporation

Skyhawk Club - ($5,000 +)
Anonymous
+$ACE Charitable Foundation
+$Ron and Mary Andersen
+$Trevor and Andrea Barton
+$Charleston Homes, LLC
+$Randy Cole
+$Mike and Roxanne Dooley
+$Michael Fahey
+$Bruce and Marlene Haney
+$IBM
+$Steve Moskowitz and Connie Kozeny-Moskowitz
+$Scott and Kristi Pavel
+$Prairie Construction
+$Douglas Rohloff and Stacy Moffendier
+$Skutt Catholic Parent’s Association
+$Mike and Lucy Smith
+$Thiele Geotech, Inc.
+$Donna Welch
+$Tom and Mary White
+$Rick and Pam Witt

President’s Club - ($2,500 +)
Anonymous
+$American National Bank
+$Amgen Foundation
+$BP Matching Fund Programs
+$Brandeis Catering
+$Mark and Sally Brittan
+$Creighton University
+$William Dinsmore
+$Bob and Toni Elliott
+$Greater America Distributing, Inc.
+$Mark and Frances Grieb
+$Net Solutions Group, Inc.
+$Matt and Julie Johnson
+$Kiewit Corporation
+$Larry and Linda King
+$Sandy Lane
+$Lindley Clothing
+$Mike and Maryann Litz
+$Paul and Julie Maass
+$Mike Makoid
+$John Matunas
+$Jim and Mary Meduna
+$Steve and Chris Mendlik
+$Mike and Peg Oordman
+$Gordon and Jane Parry
+$Pharmaceutical Technologies, Inc.
+$Ken and Bev Pohlman
+$Premier Bank
+$John and Nadine Ries
+$David and Liz Sambol
+$Dan and Mary Ellen Scholz
+$Curt and Tracy Schwartzkopf
+$Skutt Catholic Summer Weight Room Program
+$Skyhawk Football Club
+$Tony and Karen Spurluck
+$Jay and Amy Vankat
+$Brett and Kathy Wawers
+$Charlie and Lynn Wurtz

Principal’s Club - ($1,500 +)
Anonymous
+$Arkfield Wealth Strategies
+$Avant Architects, Inc.
+$Bank of the West
+$Mark and Sam Baratta
+$Kevin and Denise Bartels
+$Matt and Mary Jo Bassett
+$Shawn Buchanan
+$Mike and Dee Dee Carmody
+$Champions Run
+$Valmont and Tehseen Desa
+$DRI Title & Escrow
+$Jerry and Jill Feilmeier
+$First Data Card Services Group
+$Ted and Becky Fischer
+$Flagship Restaurant Group
+$Bruce and Karen Goracke
+$Terry and Maureen Gregory
+$David and Lori Haller
+$Herb and Marian Hames
+$Todd and Liz Jonas
+$Lee and Cynthia Jones
+$John Kaiser and Felicia Hutnick
+$Ann Kineen
+$Mike and Renee Masching
+$Alan and Lori Matulka
+$The McCarthy Group
+$Mitch and Rosemary McDermott
+$Meylan Industrial Services, Inc.
+$Gary and Regan Muhs
+$Kevin and Shari Munro
+$Mutual of Omaha
+$Chris and Shaya O’Brien
+$Andy and Beth O’Daniel
+$Oriental Trading Company, Inc.
+$Oscar’s Restaurant
+$Pacific Springs Golf Course
+$Patera Landscaping, LLC
+$Payless Office Products
+$Paul Peterson
+$Duane and Kathleen Polodna
+$Rick Rose
+$Tom Slack
+$The Thunderbirds
+$Douglas and Sherri Troupe
+$Ron and Peg Votaw
+$Ty and Sole Wells
+$Wells Fargo Bank
+$Randy and Kathy Wiese
+$Brad and Shelley Winkling

Trustee Club - ($1,000 +)
+$Abbott Laboratories Fund
+$Mark and Katherine Ahrens
+$Associated Staffing
+$Mike and Joyce Bernard
+$Bill Doran Co
+$Dan Billerbeck
+$Jared and Michaela Bolding
+$Central States Indemnity Company
+$Phil and Deb Christiansen
+$Cosgrave Company
+$Greg and Melanie Doeschot
+$Scott and Robin Drol
+$Mark and Leslie Fey
+$Greg and Mary Finley
+$Holdynamic
+$Jake Keiter
+$Tim and Kristen Kelly
+$Rob and Lорiann Kirkpatrick
+$Daniel and Suzanne Kirwan
+$KVSS Spirit Catholic Radio
+$Chris LaFever
+$Vince and Paula Lenz
+$Paul Ludacka
+$Jim and Lynnette Matgen
+$Dan and Chris Nordstrom
+$Omaha Sports Commission
+$Performance Automotive Group
+$Tom and Michaela Pleiss
+$Brent and Michele Pohlman
+$Tom and Mary Pat Rerucha
+$Gayle Sayers
+$Mrs. Thomas J. Skutt
+$Mark and Donelle Stokes
+$Dan and Leslie Thiele
+$VISA Give Station
+$Al and Peggy Zach

Patron Club - ($500 +)
Anonymous
+$Mike and Kristina Agostino
+$Jim Arndt
+$Steve and Amy Beran
+$Mark and Phyllis Bishoff
+$Bishop Business
+$Mike and Claire Bissonnette
+$Mike and Beth Boler
+$David and JoAnn Bouda
+$Dan and Jenny Carlson
+$Central States Health & Life Co. of Omaha
+$Chris and Kim Connolly
+$Thom and Joan Copenhagen
+$Doug and Marva Dunning
+$eBay Foundation
+$Jerry and Deb Egermier
+$Jeff and Mary Helen Elliott
+$Douglas and Julie Evans
+$Ron and Corene Faltin
+$Mike and Lori Faltin
+$Grace Mayer Insurance
+$Doug Graham and Cindy Bartels-Graham
+$Lee and Shari Grimes
+$Dave and Kathy Hahn
+$Mike and Gloria Harris
+$Tim Hartigan
+$David Hayes
+$Matt and Suzy Heffron
+$Dick and Barb Jablonski
+$Matthew and Anne Jetter
+$Ed and Patty Johnson
+$Gerri Kampe
+$Kiewit Building Group, Inc.
+$Joe Kizer
+$Kevin and Nora Kleinsasser
+$Barry and Christine Knudson
+$Kolesys, Inc.
+$Fred and Sally Korth
+$Dan and Linda Legband
+$Mike and Sara Legleiter
+$Leo Daly Company
+$Mike and Jane Lynam
+$Bob and Tammi Masching
+$Mike McDermott
+$Chris and Katie McDonald
+$The Meehan Company
+$Midwest Crane Service LLC
+$John and Mary Mimick
+$John and Michelle Moore
+$John and Pam Molayan
+$Mulhall’s
+$Kevin and Dawn Nokels
+$Richard and Renee O’Brien
+$Mary Kay O’Connor
+$Brian and Joan O’Neill
+$Dan and Pam Ondristos
+$Marcus Ondristos
+$Craig and Monique Olson
+$Pheasant Haven
+$Clif and Angie Poling
+$Tim and Bev Richards
+$Frozen Ropes
+$Rotella’s Italian Bakery Inc.
+$John and Mary Ruzicka
+$Sobir Samaritdinov
+$Edwin and Lorraine Schlaubman
+$Mark and Jeanette Schroeder
+$Greg and Pam Sellenkirch
+$Frank Semin
+$Tom and Cindy Shimerda
+$J.W. and Jo Shouse
+$Charlie and Amy Sievers
+$Tim and Jennifer Smith
+$Ken and Janet Sorensen

† Donors who have given to the school for 3 - 5 consecutive fiscal years.
‡ Donors who have given to the school for 6 - 9 consecutive fiscal years.
§ Donors who have given to the school for 10+ consecutive fiscal years.
Donors

†Joy Speidel
†Jerry and Jane Steffes
Troy and Theresa Stevens
†Bill Stock and Susan Meyers
†Bob and Ann Stratton
Trevor Strawhecker
Sue’s Flowers
Te’Bella MedSpa
††George and Mary Thommi
†Matt Tobia
Village Pointe Aesthetic
††Vincenzo’s
WaitCorp Investments, LLC
†Stephen and Donna Weis
††Jeff and Jan Wipien
Chris and Jaime Wolfe
†William and Michelle Yosick
†Dave and Randi Zabawa

Benefactor Club - ($250+)
†Ralph and Joan Batenhorst
††Matt and Shelby Beers
Joe and Mary Beveridge
†Tom and Cheryl Bies
†Steven and Rhonda Bishop
†Dan and Sheila Bleyhl
Tom Bosilevac
Jim and Cecilia Bowers
Clarence and Shelia Brown
†Paul and Beth Camenzind
Bob and Jill Camenzind
Felix and Peggy Carbullido
Cargill
Carpetland
Adam and Jessica Charlson
††Dan and Nora Chesire
††Erik and Stefanie Christensen
John and Libby Connor
Cornhusker Beverage Mart
†Lou and Kathy D’Ercole
†††Jerry and Jeanne Dempsey
Tom and Debbie Donan
Drake - Williams Steel, Inc.
†Rick and Joanie Drew
Mike and Stephanie Egermier
Exclusive Tuxedos & Dresses
Duane and Jane Fenner
Christine French
Richard and Sandra Friend
Jerry Gau
†Virgil and Linda Goracke
†Gotcha II Corporation
Paul and Jennifer Harms
Roger and Julie Hasz
†Patricia Heffron
Eric and Ashley Hinze
Doug and Kolleen Hoffman
Ron and Susan Hollins
†††Robert and Theresa Horman
†Bruce and Sherri Hoye
†Steve and Heather Hruby
†Jarel and Shari Jensen
†Tom Jensen and Theresa Tuorek-Jensen
†Jason and Kerry Judge

Bob Kanger and Terri Hill Kanger
††Mike and Mary Kavan
Tom and Sandy Keck
†Kevin and Mary Ellen Keeley
Keep Kids Alive Drive 25
†Dan and Joyce Keller
Thomas and Joanne Kerins
Beth Klawitter
Bob and Betty Knapp
†Tom and Kathy Koley
Dan Krak
Michael and Elizabeth Kreekos
†Robert and Colleen Lange
†Leading Edge Printing & Forms, Inc.
Jim and Desi Macaitis
†Chris and Cindy Maher
†Mama’s Pizza
†Mark and Kim McBride
Nancy McCormick
Brian and Barb McGrath
††Greg and Renee McHale
John and Kathryn McMillan
††Paul and Patty Mendlik
†Tim and Laura Mergus
Joshua Molek
Mount Michael Benedictine High School
††Nebraska Wesleyan University
Nebraska Orthopaedic Hospital
Elizabeth Odorisco
Paul and Kathleen Olner
‡Steven and Angie Olson
Anthony and Jean Pasternak
††Tim and Kate Pieper
††Rick and Colleen Pivovar
Players Club at Deer Creek
Precision Body Works
†Prime Financial Services, Inc.
†Mark and Beth Rasmussen
Red Zone Tickets.Com
Chris and Kim Rhen
Chip and Pat Riedmann
†Nate Ruffino
Jim and Mary Sackett
††Ad and Jane Samson
††Kyle and Deanne Schlautman
†Dale and Linda Schnitzler
Paul and Stephanie Scholz
Mark and Kimberly Schumacher
Dale and Kim Scott
Seim Johnson Sestak & Quist LLP
Paul and April Sheridan
Kevin and Christine Shouse
†Mark and Carolyn Sirouse
†Hoe and Julie Skradski
Dan and Tracy Silva
†Brad and Mary Smith
†Larry Smith and Lori Krejci
Mike and Liz Smith
†Mike and Annette Sneckenberg
John and Katie Southard
†Chuck and Christine Stevens
†Marty and Traci Stiles
Jeff Stokes
†Kevin and Jeanne Swain
The National Catholic Risk Retention Group, Inc
†††Terry and Kelly Thielan
Doug and Lori Thompson
†Tritz Plumbing Inc.
Pete and Mary Anne Tulipana
†Tully’s Kennels
†Upstream Brewing Company
†Mitch Waite
James and Deb West
††Randy and Veronica Wright
Chris and Susan Yordt
Bob and Martha Zajicek
†Randy and Patti Zerzan
†Craig and Teresa Ziener

Green and Silver Club - ($100+)
†Ace Hardware & Garden Center
†Alegant Health Lakeside Wellness Center
American Payment Systems
†Anderson & Schlautman, P.C.
Ed and Shirley Arkfeld
Joe and Mary Arkfeld
Terry and Catherine Asplund
†Ric Barton
‡Cletus and Mary Baum
Dean and Jane Baumert
Jeff and Jamie Bausback
‡Steve and Monica Baxter
Bill and Kate Bedford
Sam Begley
Tara Belden
Sebastian and Mary Belfiore
†Jermay Belsky
Rolley and Julie Bennett
Carol Biba
Billings Photography
†BlueCross BlueShield
Bob and Mary Ann Bobrowski
Mark and Eileen Boetel
Kaela Brennan
Bill and Jodean Bridges
Marilou Brouette
Delbert and Yvonne Bruck
†Brad and Alka Buechler
†Jen and Jenny Burt
††Brad and Nancy Cagle
Marvin and Clarice Capoun
†Carman Carbullido
†Tom and Grace Carmody
Chad Denton and John Blobaum et al
James and Mary Chamberlain
†John and Eileen Chekal
†Pat and Sandy Christen
Tyrel and Holly Christensen
††Jeff and Karen Clark
†Jim and Nancy Coffey
Continental Spa Co.
John and Karoline Cronican
John and Margie Crowe
†Bill and Maureen Davis
†Rick and Jane Davis
Dave and Pamela Davis
Jack and Margy Dawson
†DeCosta Sporting Goods
†Dennis Uniform
†Chas DeVetter
Kathleen Diederich
DiVentures
Gordon and Nan Doeschot
Dolleck & Frederes P.C.
Terrence and Mary Donohue
Brian and Amy Doue
Ken and Mary Dukzik
Brent Dykes
†Tom and Susan Eberle
†David and Johnna Eck
†Doris Eck
Tom and Delia Edwards
Tony Edwards
Egtermier Wealth Management Group
†Dave and Judy Egr
Glenn and Esther Eich
Element by Westin
Benjamin Elaison
Elite Turf and Irrigation, Inc.
Embassy Suites Omaha-LaVista
Dean and Kim Epperson
Ervin & Smith Advertising and Public Relations, Inc.
Jerome and Eleanor Feilmeier
†Kenneth Felch
William and Marian Feltes
Louis and Astrid Ferony
Jim Fitl
†Fox and Hound
Jay and Kim Franklin
†Charlie and Mary French
Godfrey and Cathy Friedt
Funny Bone Comedy Club
Tom and Fran Garvey
Owen and Gina Girard
††Dennis and Kathy Gorham
†Jerry and Kristina Gradoville
Gradoville Dental
Graham Enterprises, Inc.
††Great Harvest Bread Company
Mark and Kathy Guinane
Phil and Lisa Haile
Jerry and Elizabeth Hajek
Mike and Michelle Hanna
Joseph and Jeannne Hauser
Keith and Mona Hendrickson
John and Jacque Herzdina
Eric and Ashley Hinze
Nate Hobson
Ashley Holland
David Holland and Mary Markey
Jim and Sandi Hollebeck
†Jim and Terri Honz
†Dave and Chelly Hoody
†Damian and Gina Howard
Bill and Kathy Howard
Mary Hronek
††Mike and Diane Huffer
†Scott and Joan Hugbanks
Husker Hounds
Interiors by Joan & Associates
†Helen Ireland
Jablonski Physics Services, Inc.
Bill and Deb Jadlowski
Ron and Helen Johannes
+Marc and Jamie Johnson
Tom and Jeannie Johnson
Elden and Patricia Jonas
+Ellie and Michaela Jones
Edward Jones
+Ray and Sherri Judah
Pat and Connie Jung
+Laurie Kane
+Randy and Kathy Kaster
+Eric and Brittany Kauffman
James Kineen
Robert and Eileen Kingston
Kiwanis
The Knolls Golf Course
+Jeff and Katie Koenig
Ron and Mia Kohlmeier
+Richard and Denise Kolken
Amie Konwinski
Kosak Chiropractic PC
Kosama Complete Body Transformation
Norbert and Mary Lou Kowalski
Bennie and Jeanette Krajewski
Philip and Erin Kramer
Gary and Suzanne Kropf
+Steve and Ruth Kros
Eric Kros
+Nabil and Julie Laham
+Brian and Gina Langel
Father Timothy Lannon
Russ and Susan Lawson
Brian and Susie Leusch
Richard and Zelia Lichtas
+Shannon Lofdahl-Reddy
John Longo and Mary Tighe Longo
+Lou’s Sporting Goods
Lovely Skin Spa
+Marc and Mary Lowe
Sean and Mary Lynch
Wayne and Judith Maass
+Magnus Builders
The Maids
Bob and Bobbie Marcotte
+David and Cyndi Margritz
Richard Masching
+Martin and Liz Matukewicz
Leon May
+Steve and Bev McCann
+Jim and Jackie McCaslin
Mike and Kirsten McCormick
+Timothy and LeeAnn McGonigal
+++Bernie and Mary Ann McGrath
Donna McGrath
Tom and Mary McGuire
Shann and Jaci McKeever
Kelly McQuillan
Medicine Man Pharmacy
Douglas Meier
Kathy Melcher
Michael Mendez
John and Julie Menghini
Kathleen Menzies
+Merck Partnership for Giving
Mike and Diane Micek
Mid Plains Podiatry
Midwest Laboratories, Inc.
Millard Hills Dental Health
Millard Vision Center
Jim and Barb Miller
+Joe and Jenifer Milone
Mark and Jan Morris
+Debi Myhra
+Bruce and Donna Nedrow
+Jim and Janette Nelson
Kurt Nelson
+Mark and Jennifer Newcomer
+Novida Consulting, Inc.
+Michael and Carol Nowak
Edward and Hope O’Boyle
+Philip and Susan O’Halloran
+Pat and Deborah O’Malley
+Michael and Rita O’Neill
+Charles and Jen Olson
+Craig and Kay Olson
Omaha Performing Arts Center
On the Spot Carpet Cleaning
Steve and Barbara Dobson
Doug and Lisa Ourada
Jeff and Kristin Patera
Larry Pavel
Patrick and Anita Peterson
Steve and Julie Phillips
Ben Pick
+Joseph and Heidi Plance
+Karl and Arlene Porzelt
Preferred Professional Insurance Company
+Danny and Laura Purcell
Quail Landing, LLC
Bill and Ann Quinn
+James and Beckie Rago
Rainbow Artistic Glass
Sharon Rasmussen
Timothy and Veronica Regan
Ron Revers
+Dennis and Ruth Riesselman
Ernie and Mary Ringel
+Franklin and Mary Roh
Jim and Mary Rohfs
Scott and Tiffany Rohfs
Brooks and Mary Jo Rump
Kathy Russell
+Brian and Amy Sauser
Tom and Cheryl Sauser
Gene and Deb Schlegel
+Mark Schnitzler
Mark and Chelsey Scholz
+Mel and Susan Schrader
Angela Servais
Nick Shanahan
Don and Bobbi Shiu
+Vincent and Virginia Siracuse
Bryan and Krista Skar
+TChet and Kelly Slump
+Dennis and Mary Kay Smid
Kathi Smith
Roger and Joyce Snowden
James and Kathy Sparks
+Hugh and Colleen Spellman
+St. Vincent de Paul Parish
James and Susan Stejskal
David and Kathy Stodola
Donita Stratman
+Kurt and Kathy Strawhecker
Michael and Beth Suffcool
Steve Sulentic
+John and Janel Sutherland
Chase and Carolyn Sutton
+Jean Tatten
Scott Taylor
Team Elliott, PC
+Rick and Bertie Theedinga
+Nick and Denise Thelen
Loretta Thibodeau
Todd and Theresa Thoma
Steven and Christine Thull
Tiburon Golf Club
Jim and Jackie Tischer
+Lorene Trausch
+Allan and Dorothy Tuffy
Bryson and Rachel Twist
+Dave and Susan Vanlandingham
Hank and Sheryl Vaughn
John Vela
+Dennis and Barb Voller
Wahoo State Bank
Marilyn Walker
Craig and Annette Wallace
Sean and Karl Watts
Carl and Anita Wenke
Heather Wichman
+Patrick and Jennie Wilson
Ray and Mary Wilwerding
+Bill and Kirsten Yates
+Bill and Cindy Yosh
Fran Zaner
Dwaine Zavodsky and Shirley Windels
Jeannette Zegers
+Mike and Robyn Zeplin
+Pat Zerzan

Ninety-Three Club - ($1+)  Anonymous (3)
A Hill of Beans
Ace Hardware
Michael Adamowicz
Anthony and Paula Aguilar
Timothy and Patricia Ahlgren
Rick Allen
Allan and Tita Almero
James and Callista Ambrose
Reid and Diana Andersen
Brad Anderson
+Anthony’s Restaurant & Lounge
Ashley Arlt
Brian and Laura Armstrong
Pat and Kathleen Artz
Avant Salon & Day Spa
Zac Baer
Phil and Cassie Baker
Balance Works Massage
Douglas Barnes
Kelly and Carly Barth
Joan Beaorum
John and Toni Becker
+Larry and Kathy Beckman
Carlene Beffa
Marc and Mary Benedetto
+Sarah Benzel
Cheron and Judy Beran
Rich and Julie Bernstein
Beyond the Vine Flowers & Home Decor
+Robert and Julie Biddlecombe
+Kerry and Sylvia Black
Robert and Luann Blacketer
John Blobaum
+Tim and Julie Bloomington
John Bloomington
Lee Bloomington
Patrick Bloomington
Bob Chancellor
Michael and Angela Boettner
Kurt and Kathleen Bolish
Chris Borchardt
Joyce Borg
Greg and Kathy Boulay
Boyd & Charlie’s
Rick Brauer
Patrick Bremmer
Brewskies Food & Spirits
Fay Broomfield
+Bill and Marcia Brown
+Monte and Jenise Brown
Raymond Brown
Rikki Brown
Steve and Jeanne Brown
+Scott and Michelle Bruner
+Gary and Debra Budden
Max and Sue Burbach
Ray and Connie Burke
+Doris Burns
Rita Bystrak
Martain and Jo Caliendo
+Mark and Lynne Capoun
Cynthia Carlson
Mark and Vicki Carlson
Mark Carlson
Dan and Robin Carney
Katherine Carper
+Stephen Carroll
Evan and Suzanne Carter
Michael Case
Bob and Helen Chancellor
Jason and Lisa Chandler
Bob and Kim Charleston
+Charlestown
Christy Chrisinger
Judy Clampitt
Clync’s Pub
Clark Conouwe
Gay Middle School
Brendan Clemente
Mike and Jeanette Coleman
+Daniel and Laura Collins
+Gary and Bette Collins
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Donors

David and Sara Conway
John and Darci Coolidge
Mike and Nancy Courteney
Rick and Georgia Cronin
CSG Systems, Inc.
Cyberchek, LLC
Joseph and Bernadette D'Elia
Tyler Dahl
Dairy Queen
Ken and Stephanie Daniels
Dennis Day
Dale Deaton
Jack and Mary Lou Dennis
Steve and Kris Dennis
Renee DeSmet
Gary and Kimberly Devlin
Bill and Lisa Diederich
Richard and Terry Dischler
Brian and Christine Diss
Bernie and DeAnn Divis
Nancy Dobler
Gayle Donahoe
Billie Jo Dougherty
Adrian and Paula Dreessen
Brad and Karla Dubisar
Bob and Donna Dudzik
Brian and Britta Durow
Nick and Holly Durow
Maynard and Ruth Edgar
Bob Edmonds
Paul and Mary Ehlinger
Robert and Ruth Eickholt
Tim and Gretchen Ek
Matthew Eledge
David and Sarah Emanuel
John and Gina Engel
Joseph and Judith Engelbert
Keith and Gretchen Englekamp
Brian and Teri Engle
Doyle Evans
Darrell and Mary Ann Farley
Marcia Feeley
Thomas Fehringer
Rick and Mary Pat Flanagan
Ronald and Tracy Fleming
Mike Foster
Frank's
Matt and Molly Freyer
Mary Ellen Freyermuth
Leona Friedt
Jeffrey and Gloria Friend
Stuart and Laura Frigyes
Anthony Fucinaro
Todd and Dawn Fuelberth
Chris and Karen Fullinfaw
Karen Gammel
Jim and Irene Garbina
Joe and Karen Gehrki
Lyle Georgeos
Kent Gethmann
Jason and Kelly Gibson
Joe and Deb Giesler
Marjorie Giesler
Patrick Gilman
Peggy Girard
Jim and Betty Gish
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Glenn
Gloria Deo
Bradley Glos
Shannon Gocke
Pastor Gary Good
Darin Goodrum
John Gorski
Chris Gould
Jack and Rosemary Gracey
Angela Gray
Randy and Julie Grebenick
John and Dorothy Greene
Matt and Stefanie Grewe
Lee Hambright
Dee Hankins
Melissa Hanks
Sharon Hansen
Bill and Tricia Harder
Larry and Susan Harr
Chris and Linda Harrison
Neal and Tracy Harry
Jeff and Vicki Hart
Theresa Hartman
James Hartnett
Mark Hathout and Karen Kruse
Corey Hatt
Ron and Barb Haynes
Terry and Anna Healy
Dan Hebenstreit
Joe and Maggie Hebenstreit
Mark Hebenstreit
Hector’s Restaurant
Bob Heimann
Bonnie Heimann
Teri Heimann
Brad Hellickson
Henry Doorly Zoo
Tyler Herman
Dennis Herren
Tom and Candy Higgins
John and Cara Hilgert
Jim and Mary Sue Hinich
Kris and Melissa Hinrichs
Mike and Peg Hoffman
Jim and Marcia Hofstetter
Ethel Hohl
Greg and Debra Hohl
Terry and Julie Holz
Leo Homan
Michelle Hoody
Mary Ann Hornak
John Hostler
Les and Pam Hotovy
House of J
Jay Howard
Lee and Shirley Hoza
Teresa Huber
Nikki Huffman
Stacey Hughes
Brian Huza
Catherine Iannuzzelli
Doug and Linda Ivory
Philip Janssen
Mark and Mary Jensen
Nate Jensen
Ross and Julie Jernstrom
Jerry Ryan Clothing & Sportswear
Chris and Amber Johnson
Richard and Judy Johnson
Robert and Hope Johnson
Steven and Mary Ann Johnson
Larry and Colleen Jones
Mark and Sherri Jones
Joslyn Art Museum
Mike and Juli Judge
Rich and Kathy Kalal
Ursula Kalinowski
Ann Kamler
Kevin and Kathy Kammer
Tom and Patty Kangor
Jim and Mary Sue Karl
Kathleen Cavanaugh
Stan and Jane Kathol
Galen and Doreen Kathol
Keith and Teresa Kathol
Todd and Suzanne Kathol
Katina’s Couture
Cathy Katzenberger
Matt Kauflman
John and Kathy Keady
Greg and Theresa Keane
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In this annual report, V.J. & Angela Skutt Catholic High School gratefully acknowledges the many ways in which donors supported our school from July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013. It is with a great deal of care and pride that we have prepared our donor list for this publication. Please contact the Advancement Office at (402) 333-0818 if there are any omissions or misrepresentations.
Every Hawktober Skutt Catholic has the privilege to honor the grandparents of our students at GrandHawks Day. GrandHawks Day 2013 was held at the school on Wed., Oct. 17.

We opened our doors on a beautiful fall day and welcomed over 500 grandparents. Valet parking was provided by student volunteers who were supervised by faculty members Sherri Hoye and Renee Saunders. The parking lots were as full as our hearts as we welcomed this large group of guests.

Hawktober had kicked off with our students participating in Community Involvement Day. The theme for CID was “Leave a Footprint.” Emphasizing the fact that our students were leaving “footprints” around Omaha that day with the help they were providing to various organizations. The theme for GrandHawk’s Day built on this: “Grandparents are the footsteps to the future generations.” We highlighted the impact that grandparents have on their children and grandchildren, and how we carry those “footprints” and life lessons with us for our entire lives.

Father Jeff Mollner said Mass at 9:30 a.m. Mass was followed by a stirring performance of the song “The People Sing” by the ensemble of Les Misérables, under the direction of Mark Schnitzler and Chris Storm. Refreshments were then provided to all the guests and students.

We are pleased to recognize and celebrate the special bond that grandparents have with our students. We are most grateful for the gifts they pass on to our students and how they serve as role models on how to live lives based on our Christian values. We thank everyone who attended the event and all of our volunteers, students, faculty and staff who made the day so meaningful.

Sally Brittan
Director of Advancement Events and Alumni Relations
Exchange Student believes Skutt Catholic made a difference in his life

Pavel Wilhelm was an exchange student of Skutt Catholic in 2007. He has provided this update:

- This year I am finishing my masters degree in mechanical engineering.
- In 2011-12 I spent a year in Madrid, on an internship in Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial.
- In 2005 I applied to Global Outreach. A few months later I received a letter of acceptance. That changed my life.

It was thanks to the generosity of Skutt Catholic High School that I got to know the Sambols. Liz and Dave Sambol were so kind that they opened their home for me and encouraged me to make the most of this opportunity. Still today we are in contact and they remain role models to me.

It was at Skutt Catholic where I realized I have a gift for Math. When I returned home I only sent an application to one university: Brno University of Technology and I was accepted. It was also at Skutt Catholic where I found I have a talent for languages. Not only were all my classes in a foreign language, but the school also awarded me the best language student in Spanish. Without this insight I am not sure I would have even considered the internship in Madrid. The company Instituto Nacional de Técnica Aeroespacial is a company in many ways comparable with NASA. I was accepted and worked with some of the best engineers in Spain.

There is one motto that I recall every day. The first time I saw it was at Skutt Catholic, in Mrs. Beckman’s office. Hopefully she’s still has it hanging. It stated, “Attitude is a SMALL thing, that makes a BIG difference.” This idea has already got me far and I definitely count on using it in the future.

Thank you Skutt Catholic for providing me with the opportunity of a lifetime.

Pavel Wilhelm

In Memoriam

The following names are friends of Skutt Catholic who have passed away since July 1, 2013. If you have an immediate family member who has passed way recently, please contact the Advancement Office. We would be honored to include them in the Skutt Catholic Book of Remembrance.

Norbert Batenhorst - paternal grandfather of Andrea Batenhorst ‘09, Ben Batenhorst ‘11, and Katie Batenhorst ‘14
Lee Bredar - brother of Monica Baxter (faculty member)
Patricia Cockerill - maternal grandmother of Katie Walker ‘15
Harold Dibelka - maternal grandfather of Bret McKeever ’05, Ryan McKeever ‘13 and Madison McKeever ‘17
Lena A. DiCola - mother of Mario DiCola (staff member)
Leonard Dobrusky - maternal grandfather of Anna Bellinghiere’16
Richard (Dick) Drew - father-in-law of Joanie Drew (staff member), paternal grandfather of Christopher Drew ’98 and Kevin Drew ’06
Bob Fischer - paternal grandfather of Matt Fischer ’14 and Sarah Fischer ’16
Claire Allison Harry - paternal grandmother of Ashley Harry ’10 and MacKenzie Harry ’14
Erwin Holt Jr. - maternal grandfather of Spencer Meduna ’14 and Evan Meduna ’15
David J. Kane - father of Justin Kane ’08, Kaylee Kane ’12, and Allison Kane ’17Matthew Knieriem - paternal grandfather of Haley Knieriem ’17
Richard Marek - brother of Paul Marek (faculty member)
Claire McMahon - mother of Mike McMahon (staff member), paternal grandmother of Erin McMahon Render ’02 and Andrew McMahon ’08
Regina Minton - maternal grandmother of Joseph Zach ’14 and Mary Zach ’15
Irene Rust - maternal grandmother of Abigail Jonas ’14 and Emily Jonas ’16
Mary Ann Ryder - maternal grandmother of Taylor Price ’16
Joseph Szczepaniak - paternal grandfather of Jessica Szczepaniak ’02, Joseph Szczepaniak ’04, Katherine Szczepaniak ’07, and Christine Szczepaniak ’14
Jim Vanderpool - paternal great grandfather of Bailey Vanderpool ’16
Elnora Virnig - maternal grandmother of Lydia Nokels ’15

SkyHawks in the City

“The Demolition Crew” working with Habitat for Humanity
Filling Big Green Shoes

continued from front cover

Skutt Catholic made a wise choice when they asked Mary McGuire to fill the role of interim president. We have been blest to work with such an accomplished professional. For 19 years Mary McGuire served as the principal of one of Skutt Catholic’s largest feeder schools, St Wenceslaus. Although she planned to retire five years ago, the Archdiocese has kept her busy serving in a similar capacity at schools across the city. This year is Skutt Catholic’s turn. Like the beloved Disney character, Mary Poppins, Mary McGuire has descended on our school and worked her magic. In a short amount of time she has made a big difference for students, faculty, and staff.

Meet John McMahon

John F. McMahon was born in Iowa and earned his bachelor’s degree and two master’s degrees from Notre Dame University. He is currently the principal at St. Petersburg Catholic High School in Florida. John has held various roles at St. Petersburg Catholic including teacher, director of student activities, coordinator of youth ministry, dean of students, and now principal.

His excellent educational background, evidence of ever-increasing responsibilities at St. Petersburg Catholic, and positive references which spoke to how well respected he is in the St. Petersburg, Florida community all bolstered his strong interviews on Skutt Catholic’s campus. He is an enthusiastic leader and was very well received by our selection committee and by those of the Skutt Catholic community whom he met during his time on campus.

John will lead Skutt Catholic, from its very strong position as a nationally acclaimed Blue Ribbon school in Omaha, to even greater heights. He is an exceptional administrator who truly cares about the students and faculty, and he will become a strong representative of Skutt Catholic in the years to come. We are excited to move forward with John as our new president.

John and his wife, Andrea, will be making a visit back to campus sometime over the second semester, and we look forward to welcoming the McMahon’s to the SkyHawk family.

Mission

V.J. & Angela Skutt Catholic High School forms and educates young men and women to become Christian leaders who empower others, promote justice, and initiate change.
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